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Abraxane - a nanoparticle to treat cancer

http://www.abraxane.com/ 16



Gore-tex: one of the original nanomaterials  
Invented 1985

Waterproof 
Windproof 
Breathable

www.gore-tex.com
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Summer School for Silicon 
Nanotechnology 

 

The Summer School for Silicon Nanotechnology is an intensive, 6-week hands-on workshop 
involving UCSD undergraduates, high school students, graduate students, and international scholars. 

http://sailorgroup.ucsd.edu/courses/SummerSchool/
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• Taking high school and undergraduate students on 

at random times throughout the year was a mess 
in terms of safety and use of my time

• Students got lost without a cohort
• My graduate students were embarrassing me in 

front of their exam committees 
• Protocol drift 
• I had a lot of projects with loose ends that needed 

tying up 
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• Lectures 3 days/week 
• Hands-on training assignments 
• Discovery project 
• Oral presentations

• Engagement activities 
• No charge 



What are the main benefits for the Faculty member? 
in holding a summer school in their lab  

2016 SSSiN



Broader Impacts: High School Student Anna Kornfeld Simpson wins 
the Davidson Prize  for her Chemical Sniffing Robot 

Michael J. Sailor   (UC San Diego),    DMR-Award # DMR-0806859

Using a LEGO MINDSTORMS™ robotic kit and a 
chemical nanosensor she helped develop in the 
laboratory of NSF-funded researcher Michael J. 
Sailor at the University of California, San Diego, 
Patrick Henry High School student Anna Kornfeld 
Simpson designed, built, programmed, and tested a 
robot that was able to crawl around the floor of a 
building sniffing for chemical spills.  For her 
achievement, Anna won 1st Prize in the 2009 
California State Science Fair and the 2010 Davidson 
Prize, a $25,000 national award recognizing 
exceptionally gifted students.  Anna worked on her 
project with NSF-funded graduate student Anne 
Ruminski.  

Anna testing her robot
Anna’s robot uses a porous silicon nanostructure to sniff 
out and locate an alcohol spill

Anna with graduate student 
mentor Anne Ruminski and Prof. 
Sailor

air ethanol

silicon photonic crystal



Broader Impacts: High School Student Carrie Cao wins the 2010 Intel Science 
Talent Search for her studies of silicon nanostructure/polymer composites 

 
Michael J. Sailor   (UC San Diego),    DMR-Award # DMR-0806859

Carrie Cao, (on President Obama’s left arm) wins 8th place 
in the 2010 Intel Science Talent Search.  Carrie was a 
Torrey Pines high school student who began in the Sailor 
group in the Fall of 2008. Her award-winning project 
involved polymer infiltration of porous silicon matrices and 
was funded through Prof. Sailor’s NSF DMR grant.  

Sailor’s Summer School for Silicon Nanotechnology involves ten local 
area high school students each summer.  These students were hosted 
in Prof. Sailor’s lab with support from the NSF MWN program in a 6-
week program.  Here four of the high school students confer on an 
experiment.
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SUMMER SCHOOLS: TRAINING INCOMING PHD STUDENTS

Chengcheng Fang 
2015 SSSiN 

Meng PhD student

Heidi Leonard                           Ling Zhang 
2012 SSSiN                               2013 SSSiN 
2013 Mentor                       Tezcan PhD student
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Topological control of porous silicon photonic crystals by microcontact printing 
By Anne M. Ruminski, Giuseppe Barillaro, Emilie Secret, Winnie D. Huang, Andrea Potocny, Ulysse Carion, Charles Wertans, and Michael J. Sailor* 
Electrochemical etching of a surface relief grating generates a conformal photonic multilayer (rugate filter). The structure displays both diffraction and an 
optical stop band.  The three-dimensional porous structure can be removed, preserving the surface relief through at least 6 generations of electrochemical 
etch.

DOI: 10.1002/adom.201300014

SUMMER SCHOOLS: SCOPING DISCOVERY PROJECTS

Adv. Opt. Mat. 2013, 1 (7), 510–516.
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Emilie Secret

PhD

Giuseppe Barillaro
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Prof.

Winnie Huang
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Charles Wertans

Ulysse Carion

High School

SUMMER SCHOOLS: SCOPING DISCOVERY PROJECTS

Adv. Opt. Mat. 2013, 1 (7), 510–516.



Scoping projects 

2015 SSSiN Discovery Project: 
High school student Gha Young Lee produced an 
instructional YouTube video "etching 101", on the 
preparation of porous silicon by electrochemical 
anodization of  crystalline silicon wafers in aqueous 
HF:ethanol electrolytes. 

Torrey Pines High School (class of 2015)  
Joined the lab in November, 2012.  
Participated in the 2012 and 2013 SSSiN and in 2014 as a 
project mentor. 

2015-2020 Harvard undergrad 
2020- Harvard Medical School 

video “Etching 101” on 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpCpDq_K8Ts

CAUTION: HF is highly toxic and 
proper care should be exerted to avoid 

contact with skin or lungs.

Gha Young Lee >8000 views
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What are the main benefits for the Faculty member? 
in holding a summer school in their lab  

• Nice “Broader Impacts” on NSF grants 
• Can screen incoming graduate students  
• Get more productivity out of high school and 

undergraduate students 
• Great training opportunity for mentors 
• It is fun

2016 SSSiN
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Tod Pascal

Andrea Tao

Nicole  
Steinmetz

Michael 
Sailor

Shirley  
Meng

Jonathan  
Pokorski

Stacey 
Brydges

IRG 2: Living MaterialsIRG 1: Predictive Assembly Director
Facilities 

& External 
Relations

Education 
& Outreach

UC SAN DIEGO MATERIALS RESEARCH  
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CENTER

• The Right Team 
• The Right Place 
• The Right Time
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SUMMER SCHOOLS: RESEARCH IMMERSION IN  
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (RIMSE)

Each summer, we host two intensive, 6-week workshops for high-school, 
undergrad and grad students, as well as postdocs and international scholars. 
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Trainees become mentorsDriven by research
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How can a HS teacher connect students with faculty?  

• Invite faculty member to give a class lecture 
• Assign students to give the introduction 
• Recommend the most curious students



How to connect with faculty (HS teachers)?  

Build a relationship:

Hello Prof. Sailor! 

I've attached a rec letter for an 11th grade student who is interested in opportunities that you may have in your group this summer.  The 
executive summary is this: XXX is extremely persistent, kind, and eager to please, but may need a bit more guidance than other students 
I've sent your way.  XXX is among my top third academically, but can need more time, reassurance, and guidance than some others to 
complete their work.

Dr. Sailor, 
  
Several years ago you had one of our biotechnology students at XXX High School, YYY, as an intern in your lab. I had the opportunity to 
speak with you, and you indicated that if I had a good candidate for an internship I should let you know. I finally do. One of my students 
XXX is very bright and easygoing and very interested in nanotechnology. XXX will be attending UCSD in the Fall and would be happy to 
do an unpaid internship if it were in Bio engineering or nanotechnology. 
  
I can recommend XXX highly, top 1% type of student, and very easy to work with. Please let me know if you would be interested in having 
him work in your lab, and the best way  for him to contact you if you are able to accommodate him. 

Be honest:



How to connect with faculty (HS Students)?  

Be persistent:

Hello Prof. Sailor! 

Just putting this back at the top of your inbox…

Dear Professor Sailor, 
How are you? Out of the several opportunities I have set up for the summer I am still most interested in participating in 
SSSiN. 
Therefore if you could let me know any other ways for me to participate or assist in order to gain some experience, I 
would greatly appreciate it. In addition, since I live so close to UCSD I am readily available. 
Thank you very much…

Send reminders:



Lessons Learned: Engaging High School Students in 
the Research Laboratory  

• Mixing hazardous materials with minors is a challenge 
• Mixing trainee levels works  
• Properly scope the problems 
• Discovery projects, publications, tangible metrics  
• Important to have cohorts 
• Materials Science (and Nanotechnology) provide 

many visually stimulating project concepts



Questions?

Jose Cruz 
2013 SSSiN 
2015 BS, UC San Diego 
2016 Spinnaker Biosciences 
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Nanotechnology
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Nanotechnology

Doctor Seuss, The Cat in the Hat Comes Back!  
(Beginner Books: Distributed by Random House, New York, 1958).

Cat in the hat: 6 ft = 1.83 m 
Cat “A” 3’ 
Cat “B” 1.5’ 
Cat “C” 0.75’ 
Cat “D” 0.375’ 
… 
Size = height x (1/2)26  

Cat “Z” 9 x 10-8 = 27 nm


